Report – August 2018
Danish Jewish Friendship
Thank You!
Thank you for your continued support of Orr Shalom and for our programs that save and enrich the lives of
Israel's most at-risk youth. Your funds ensure that each child that you support receives the individualized
level of care and therapy to give them the future they so deserve.

Graduate Apartment
Thank you to the Danish Jewish Friendship Association for donating the full startup cost of one of our 10 new
graduates apartments! The apartment you helped to renovate and furnish is in Rishon LeZion, and will be
home to six young men, ages 18-19. Five are graduates of Orr Shalom, and one is a graduate of a different
out-of-home-care framework. Five are enlisting this summer into the IDF; one is attending a year-long preIDF preparatory course. All six are moving in in August.
With your help, we undertook a renovation including painting and installing heating and cooling units, and
furnished each room from scratch, down to the pillows on the beds and the cups in the cupboard. Thankfully,
a professional interior designer volunteered her time to set up all of our new Graduate Apartments! Once
the apartment is up and running at capacity, we will send photographs as well.
The interview and intake process has been extensive to find the graduates suitable for our apartments. The
Director of the Graduate Program has been working tirelessly to ensure that only the appropriate people are
accepted and each one if placed in a location best for them. In addition the procedures vis-a-vis the Ministry
of Welfare have also been extensive: they have come to all our new Graduate Apartments to check and
ensure that we meet all their standards, and we also meet with them once each month to ensure that the
program as a whole is meeting their criteria. We are so very grateful that you have so generously helped us
establish this apartment. Starting their new lives on the right foot will enable them to devote the proper time
and mindset to their studies and to retaining employment, thus helping break the cycle of poverty, abuse,
and neglect for the next generation of Israeli youth.

Beit Goldschmidt Home for Adolescent Girls:
This month, four girls are graduating Beit Goldschmidt! Two have
been with us for five years; two have been with us for nearly two
years. Each girl has undergone a tremendous growth process both
personally and interpersonally. They have attended therapy
regularly, and, whenever possible, attended sessions together with
their parents. In the last year, as a preparation for graduating and
moving on to a more independent life, all took on a level of higher
personal responsibility. For example, one girl was able to attend
piano lessons in a home down the street by herself, without being walked to and from the lesson. We held a
graduation party for the girls, who are understandably a mixture of anxious and excited to move on to the
next stage of their lives.
Two of the four girls will be moving on to Orr Shalom’s Therapeutic Family Group Homes in the same
neighborhood. This is a tremendous accomplishment as unlike Beit Goldschmidt, these homes are not closed
facilities. They no longer require a post-psychiatric facility which is a huge step forward in the right direction.
While they will still be bound to the rules and responsibilities of living in an Orr Shalom Home, they will enjoy
a greater degree of independence. As they will still be a part of the Orr Shalom family, we will be able to
continually assess them and their progress, which is another advantage for them in terms of their continued
therapy and adjustment. The other two girls are moving on to different dormitories outside the Orr Shalom
system. These homes are more open as well, and our staff will continue to check in with them regularly to
ensure there are as few bumps as possible in their transition. We are already in the process of receiving new
girls via the Ministry of Welfare.

Drama Therapy This was the third consecutive year of a hugely popular inhouse drama extracurricular. While we call this an “extracurricular” to the
girls, the work done through this activity is actually highly therapeutic, as by
acting out different roles the girls are able to gain a sense of objectivity vs
subjectivity and are able to see situations from a different lens, or
perspective. The culmination of the drama class was at the graduation party,
where the girls acted and produced a play that they themselves had written
about their own personal experiences.
As post-psychiatric patients, who have been deal such a large lot in their young lives, being able to give
expression to their own experiences, and then act it out in front of other people was an incredible

breakthrough for our girls. The process of writing and rehearsing also allowed staff into their inner world and
enabled opening discussions around many topics close to the girls’ hearts including abandonment issues and
anger. The performance was very poignant and meaningful, and left the audience in tears.

Dalit Becomes a Bat Mitzvah! Dalit joined Beit Goldschmidt in October 2017. She has a very troubled
background with her biological family, and was removed from her home due to the level of daily violence
and abuse she had to contend with there. Following a short psychiatric hospitalization, she was placed with
a foster family, but they were unable to cope due to the violent behavior she displayed.
For Dalit, this day was a huge indication of the girls’ acceptance of her. A party off the Beit Goldschmidt
campus presents an enormous challenge, as it disrupts the necessary routine, and whenever there is a break
in routine the girls react with anxiety and increased stress. Our one-on-one staff ratio during the party
ensured that all the girls were able to manage– and even enjoy – the party, and help Dalit to celebrate the
day devoted to connecting with her Jewish roots and heritage.
Dalit was very nervous prior to the party about having her parents attend. They are divorced, and continue
to show extreme levels of animosity to one another, and towards Dalit. Due in large part to the intensive
counselling they receive through Beit Goldschmidt, both parents were able to be there for her special
celebration, and both were able to stand on stage with her and give her a special blessing appropriate for the
occasion. Dalit felt very supported and cared for.

Safe Haven STARS!
We are currently gearing up for August’s three-week-long vacation, where we will host 60 of Orr Shalom’s
children at our Safe Haven Overnight Camp in Kfar Silver. We have a very exciting summer program planned,
with a focus on science and technology, and we are tremendously looking forward to implementing this pilot
program. We look forward to updating you in our next report with their adventures in the world of science
and technology!

Thank you, from the bottom of our hearts, for your support of Orr Shalom’s Children.
Your support means the world to us.

